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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

• Develop a multi-year budget that keeps PUSD solvent and is approved 
by LACOE

• Keep students and the classroom as a priority, while also ensuring 
equity and reducing learning loss as the result of school closures

• Sustain key academic and social emotional initiatives (Strategic Plan, 
LCAP)
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2019-20 Estimated Actuals
• Continued decline in Enrollment and ADA will affect funding in future years
• State to defer June 2020’s LCFF apportionment to July 2020
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2020-21 Adopted Budget
• Imperative to manage our expenditures for multiple years
• Fund balance needs to be carefully maintained.
• Additional State deferrals announced for April, May, and June of 2020. Cash flow 

needs to be carefully maintained to ensure positive balance
• Planned expenditures need to be re-evaluated to adjust for revenue shortages from 

the State in order to maintain fiscal solvency.
• Based on may revise and Governor’s proposals, any changes in budget at the State 

level will have major budgetary impacts. Information expected by July 2020.



Enrollment & Average Daily Attendance (ADA)
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JANUARY

Proposition 98 is the State formula for setting the annual funding level for school districts as a portion of the State budget.



Budget Development Parameters – Reduced Funding
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• As part of the budget development process, the State and LACOE provide information to be 
used in the District’s budget development. 

• For the next 3 years, the impact of the Cost of Living Allowance (COLA), when modified by the 
State’s deficits (deficit offset) will produce a funding reduction of 15%.  So, although a COLA 
increase was provided in 2019-20 (3.26%), the reductions in the subsequent years are severe 
and require that the District utilize its reserves to maintain instructional programs.  

• While the State can announce a continuous 7.92% reduction, the budget impact increases 
each year from -10% to -12.8% and to -14.95%.

STATE BUDGET - LCFF 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23
District Deficit Factor with COLA offset -10.00% -12.18% -14.95%
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		2020-21 Reductions



		Positions not to be filled

						Name		Job Title		Site		Salary		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		AYALA MURILLO,FRANCIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		107,508.78		107,508.78		- 0

				2		CORDOZA,CINDY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		140,696.03		140,696.03		- 0

				3		EAGAN,ELIZABETH ANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		96,500.40		96,500.40		- 0

				4		FARRELL,KATHLEEN BRIGID		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		83,499.00		83,499.00		- 0

				5		GREASBY,MATTHEW JAMES		TEACHER SECONDARY		BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL		76,813.88		76,813.88		- 0

				6		JEFFCOAT,DOUGLAS MICHAEL		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,871.78		88,871.78		- 0

				7		LEON,MARIANNE JEANINE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		71,458.44		71,458.44		- 0

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		 Duplicate 		 Duplicate 		- 0

				9		SCHOONOVER,MICHELLE ASHLEY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		70,819.40		70,819.40		- 0

				10		THOMAS,ALLISON CHRISTINA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0

										Total		809,982.85		809,982.85		- 0



		Positions to be Reduced - 25 FTE

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		BROWN,DONICIA KIMBERLY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				2		CRESPO,CELIANNA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		91,651.96		91,651.96		- 0		Temporary

				3		DAUNIS,LORI LYN TRIBBLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		101,090.61		101,090.61		- 0		Temporary

				4		GRINBERG,YULIYA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				5		HERNANDEZ,EMILY MARIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		135,420.15		135,420.15		- 0		Temporary

				6		LAWLER,BARBARA BURDICK		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		132,952.55		132,952.55		- 0		Retirement

				7		LOR,ANGELICA YANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL-WEST		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				9		MADRIGAL,GINA M.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		104,434.64		104,434.64		- 0		Temporary

				10		MARTINEZ,DESIREE V		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				11		MARTINEZ,HOLLY MARIA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		77,100.68		77,100.68		- 0		Temporary

				12		MEADOWS,MEGAN NICOLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		76,084.70		76,084.70		- 0		Temporary

				13		MUELLER,KRISTINE MARIE		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		116,230.44		116,230.44		- 0		Temporary

				14		O DONNELL,MICHAEL W		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		146,630.34		146,630.34		- 0		Retirement

				15		PARK,CHARLES CHUL SOON		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,806.73		88,806.73		- 0		Temporary

				16		RANGEL ARAUJO,CLAUDIA G.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		GAINES		75,311.16		75,311.16		- 0		Temporary

				17		RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		141,017.47		- 0		Retirement

				18		RODRIGUEZ,MONICA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		88,092.61		88,092.61		- 0		Temporary

				19		SPIRK,SARA ELLEN		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0		Temporary

				20		STANOSZEK-VAN ZANT,JILL R.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		MOKLER		128,106.38		128,106.38		- 0		Retirement

				21		TANIMOTO MATSUURA,AILEEN Y		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		120,327.01		120,327.01		- 0		Retirement

				22		TORRES,NATALIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		PARAMOUNT PARK SCHOOL		84,262.98		84,262.98		- 0		Temporary

				23		VALLEJO,IRENE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				24		VILLEGAS,VANESSA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		81,142.30		81,142.30		- 0		Temporary

				25		YORK,LIANE		TEACHER EXTRA DUTY		ADMIN/BUSINESS		49,535.77		49,535.77		- 0		Temporary

										Total		2,366,006.22		2,366,006.22		- 0

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources:		3,175,989.07		3,175,989.07		- 0

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				1		AVID & AVID Excel (Grades 6-8)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$33,760		- 0		$33,760		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Tanner Membership		1358		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Jefferson Membership		1357		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Mokler Membership		1356		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Los Cerritos Membership		1355		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Lincoln Membership		1354		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Collins Membership		1353		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Roosevelt Membership		1348		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Keppel Membership		1347		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Gaines Membership		1346		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Wirtz Membership		1328		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				2		AVID (Grades K-5)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$29,990		- 0		$29,990		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				3		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				4		American Language Services 		20-00348 (Elida)/20-01184(Title I)		$5,000 (SE)/$15,000(T1)		$15,000		- 0		15,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for required parent communication and translation at events 

				5		Art Masters		20-00937		x		$35,000		- 0		35,000.00		Maintain		Funded by Arts grant; these funds must be spent on the arts  

				6		Digital Curriculum for K-12 SDC				unknown		$22,000		- 0		22,000.00		New		Current curriculum is not digital; students will require digital instruction in coming school year.

				7		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				8		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				9		Harmony Project				unknown -  Cannot verify PUSD Music Teacher Cost. Need frequency of instruction		$12,000		- 0		12,000.00		New		Replace with after school music instruction offered by PUSD music teachers 

				9		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				10		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				11		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				12		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				13		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				14		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				15		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				16		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				17		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				18		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				19		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$2,110,609		1,258,868.97		$851,740

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,546,941		$1,695,201		$851,740

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		3,175,989.07				- 0

										K-8 Education		2,546,940.70		1,695,200.70		851,740.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		13,029,236.51		5,631,855.38		4,028,101.50















fiscal

						TK Staff

						STRADER,MARISOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		142,954.84								These teachers are all in LCAP and are TK teachers. Recommend moving as many to Fund 12.0 as possible to maximize funds.

						MUNOZ,ARACELI		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		TANNER		145,554.43

						RENTERIA RIVERA,MARYSOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		145,554.43

						YBARRA,THERESA MARIA		TEACHER SPECIAL ASSIGNMNT		ECE GAINES		133,063.45

						RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		Duplicate-Myrna 25						Already on the list for 25 teachers to be removed

												567,127.15











List

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				ERROR:#REF!		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				ERROR:#REF!		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				ERROR:#REF!		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				ERROR:#REF!		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Reduce		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				ERROR:#REF!		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				ERROR:#REF!		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				ERROR:#REF!		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				ERROR:#REF!		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$1,932,869		1,258,868.97		$674,000

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,369,201		$1,695,201		$674,000

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

										K-8 Education		2,369,200.70		1,695,200.70		674,000.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		ERROR:#REF!		5,631,855.38		ERROR:#REF!















Prez

						DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



						Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27				Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61

								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Includes: Curriculum Specialists, Aides, Dean, Trades & Office Assistant

						Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50				Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27

								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Reduce or Eliminate: Care Solace, HERO, Mind Institute, VMA, Durham, refuse and others

						Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61				Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50

								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others

										$   5,631,855.38								$   5,631,855.38

								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS		FY 2020-21

								Certificate Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07

								DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



								Contract Reductions		$   2,338,481.27



								Services Reductions		$   2,364,900.50



								Staffing Reductions		$   928,473.61



										$   5,631,855.38





								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21										ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS



								Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07









Sheet5

						STATE BUDGET - LCFF		2020-21		2021-22		2022-23

						District Deficit Factor with COLA offset		-10.00%		-12.18%		-14.95%





Prez 2

						Contract Reductions						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				TechSmart		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Dr. Albert Clegg		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Summer PD - AVID		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Summer PD - August		Reduce				Naviance		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer School		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate

																				Services Reductions		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Suspend

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Level Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce
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Savings Strategies, Other Revenues, Costs and Unknowns

• Other Costs & Unknowns
• H&W costs in 2021 and beyond
• Workers’ Comp / Liability 

Insurance
• Step & Column
• State Budget (July) August?
• Federal Budget (October)

• Savings Strategies and Other 
Revenues

• Reduced STRS/PERS
• Contract Savings
• Special Ed – State Funding
• Staffing to Enrollment
• Protect credit – Reduce borrowing
• Proportional reductions



FUNDING AND ASSISTANCE – May Revision Estimates

COVID-19 RELIEF FUNDS
• CARES Act Estimate $4.2 Million
• California LEA Response Fund $246 Thousand
• FEMA Funds $795 Thousand

BUDGET ASSISTANCE FUNDS
• Special Education $785 Thousand
• PERS/STRS Rates 2% Reduction

FUNDING ESTIMATES
• COLA Reduced by 10% (2.31% + 7.92% )
• LCFF 10% Reduction (COLA + Additional Cut) -$16,300,471
• Lottery Funding No Change
• Home to School Transportation Cut -$100,280
• TIIG (Targeted Instruction) Cut -$21,853

Additional relief 
funding and 
Federal Heroes Act 
funding TBD



2020-21 Total General Fund Revenues

9

The District budgets $182,636,384 in combined General Fund 
Revenues for 2020-21.

The District projects to incur $-28,132,011 in encroachment to 
cover other District programs that are NOT fully funded by the 
program’s resources. 

General Fund Revenues contributes the following amount to 
programs NOT fully funded:
• Special Education = $-21,885,650
• After School STAR Program = $-100,000

Programs potentially encroaching:
• Adult Education, Child Nutrition, Transportation

LCFF Base 
60%

LCFF S&C
24%

Federal Revenue
8%

Other State 
Revenue

3%Other Local 
Revenue

5%

Star = In kind



2020-21 Total General Fund Expenses

10

Education is primarily a service-
related industry, consequently as an 
organization the District spends the 
majority share of its budgetary 
resources in personnel related areas.

The District has budgeted 
$204,759,058 in combined General 
Fund Expenditures for the 2020-21 
Fiscal Year.

Certificated 
Salaries

43%

Classified 
Salaries

14%

Employee 
Benefits

22%

Books & 
Supplies

5%

Services
13%

Capital Outlay
1%

Other Outgo
0%

Other Financing
2%



2020-2022 Multi-Year Analysis
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2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22
Revenues 188,751,568.12 200,720,265.41 199,966,454.00 182,636,384.00 171,944,717.00 167,282,102.00
Expenses 184,816,982.94 201,717,748.38 202,254,293.00 204,759,058.00 185,272,431.00 176,213,203.00
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2019-20 Unrestricted General Fund
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2019-20 Estimated Actuals

Total Revenues (Less Contributions) $     129,486,064

Total Expenditures 148,184,420

Total Other Sources/Uses 6,804,765

Change in Fund Balance* (2,344,549)

Beginning Fund Balance 52,093,310

Ending Fund Balance $      49,748,761

* Estimated



Components of 2019-20 Ending Fund Balance

13

Components Amount

Revolving Cash (At sites and District office) $          40,000

Stores (Such as Inventory) 300,000

Restricted Programs 7,292,065

District Statutory Costs 27,616,696

Reserve for Economic Uncertainties 14,500,000

Total $   49,748,761



District Cash Flow Analysis – Impact of Deferrals
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Budget Adjustments and Reductions

15

DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21

Contract Reductions 2,338,481.27$        

Services Reductions 2,364,900.50$        

Staffing Reductions 928,473.61$            

5,631,855.38$        

ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21

Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35 3,175,989.07$        


Sheet1

		2020-21 Reductions



		Positions not to be filled

						Name		Job Title		Site		Salary		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		AYALA MURILLO,FRANCIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		107,508.78		107,508.78		- 0

				2		CORDOZA,CINDY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		140,696.03		140,696.03		- 0

				3		EAGAN,ELIZABETH ANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		96,500.40		96,500.40		- 0

				4		FARRELL,KATHLEEN BRIGID		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		83,499.00		83,499.00		- 0

				5		GREASBY,MATTHEW JAMES		TEACHER SECONDARY		BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL		76,813.88		76,813.88		- 0

				6		JEFFCOAT,DOUGLAS MICHAEL		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,871.78		88,871.78		- 0

				7		LEON,MARIANNE JEANINE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		71,458.44		71,458.44		- 0

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		 Duplicate 		 Duplicate 		- 0

				9		SCHOONOVER,MICHELLE ASHLEY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		70,819.40		70,819.40		- 0

				10		THOMAS,ALLISON CHRISTINA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0

										Total		809,982.85		809,982.85		- 0



		Positions to be Reduced - 25 FTE

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		BROWN,DONICIA KIMBERLY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				2		CRESPO,CELIANNA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		91,651.96		91,651.96		- 0		Temporary

				3		DAUNIS,LORI LYN TRIBBLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		101,090.61		101,090.61		- 0		Temporary

				4		GRINBERG,YULIYA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				5		HERNANDEZ,EMILY MARIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		135,420.15		135,420.15		- 0		Temporary

				6		LAWLER,BARBARA BURDICK		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		132,952.55		132,952.55		- 0		Retirement

				7		LOR,ANGELICA YANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL-WEST		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				9		MADRIGAL,GINA M.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		104,434.64		104,434.64		- 0		Temporary

				10		MARTINEZ,DESIREE V		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				11		MARTINEZ,HOLLY MARIA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		77,100.68		77,100.68		- 0		Temporary

				12		MEADOWS,MEGAN NICOLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		76,084.70		76,084.70		- 0		Temporary

				13		MUELLER,KRISTINE MARIE		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		116,230.44		116,230.44		- 0		Temporary

				14		O DONNELL,MICHAEL W		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		146,630.34		146,630.34		- 0		Retirement

				15		PARK,CHARLES CHUL SOON		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,806.73		88,806.73		- 0		Temporary

				16		RANGEL ARAUJO,CLAUDIA G.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		GAINES		75,311.16		75,311.16		- 0		Temporary

				17		RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		141,017.47		- 0		Retirement

				18		RODRIGUEZ,MONICA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		88,092.61		88,092.61		- 0		Temporary

				19		SPIRK,SARA ELLEN		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0		Temporary

				20		STANOSZEK-VAN ZANT,JILL R.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		MOKLER		128,106.38		128,106.38		- 0		Retirement

				21		TANIMOTO MATSUURA,AILEEN Y		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		120,327.01		120,327.01		- 0		Retirement

				22		TORRES,NATALIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		PARAMOUNT PARK SCHOOL		84,262.98		84,262.98		- 0		Temporary

				23		VALLEJO,IRENE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				24		VILLEGAS,VANESSA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		81,142.30		81,142.30		- 0		Temporary

				25		YORK,LIANE		TEACHER EXTRA DUTY		ADMIN/BUSINESS		49,535.77		49,535.77		- 0		Temporary

										Total		2,366,006.22		2,366,006.22		- 0

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources:		3,175,989.07		3,175,989.07		- 0

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				1		AVID & AVID Excel (Grades 6-8)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$33,760		- 0		$33,760		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Tanner Membership		1358		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Jefferson Membership		1357		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Mokler Membership		1356		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Los Cerritos Membership		1355		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Lincoln Membership		1354		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Collins Membership		1353		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Roosevelt Membership		1348		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Keppel Membership		1347		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Gaines Membership		1346		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Wirtz Membership		1328		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				2		AVID (Grades K-5)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$29,990		- 0		$29,990		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				3		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				4		American Language Services 		20-00348 (Elida)/20-01184(Title I)		$5,000 (SE)/$15,000(T1)		$15,000		- 0		15,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for required parent communication and translation at events 

				5		Art Masters		20-00937		x		$35,000		- 0		35,000.00		Maintain		Funded by Arts grant; these funds must be spent on the arts  

				6		Digital Curriculum for K-12 SDC				unknown		$22,000		- 0		22,000.00		New		Current curriculum is not digital; students will require digital instruction in coming school year.

				7		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				8		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				9		Harmony Project				unknown -  Cannot verify PUSD Music Teacher Cost. Need frequency of instruction		$12,000		- 0		12,000.00		New		Replace with after school music instruction offered by PUSD music teachers 

				9		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				10		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				11		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				12		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				13		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				14		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				15		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				16		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				17		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				18		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				19		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$2,110,609		1,258,868.97		$851,740

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,546,941		$1,695,201		$851,740

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		3,175,989.07				- 0

										K-8 Education		2,546,940.70		1,695,200.70		851,740.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		13,029,236.51		5,631,855.38		4,028,101.50















fiscal

						TK Staff

						STRADER,MARISOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		142,954.84								These teachers are all in LCAP and are TK teachers. Recommend moving as many to Fund 12.0 as possible to maximize funds.

						MUNOZ,ARACELI		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		TANNER		145,554.43

						RENTERIA RIVERA,MARYSOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		145,554.43

						YBARRA,THERESA MARIA		TEACHER SPECIAL ASSIGNMNT		ECE GAINES		133,063.45

						RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		Duplicate-Myrna 25						Already on the list for 25 teachers to be removed

												567,127.15











List

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				ERROR:#REF!		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				ERROR:#REF!		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				ERROR:#REF!		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				ERROR:#REF!		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Reduce		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				ERROR:#REF!		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				ERROR:#REF!		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				ERROR:#REF!		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				ERROR:#REF!		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$1,932,869		1,258,868.97		$674,000

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,369,201		$1,695,201		$674,000

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

										K-8 Education		2,369,200.70		1,695,200.70		674,000.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		ERROR:#REF!		5,631,855.38		ERROR:#REF!















Prez

						DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



						Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27				Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61

								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Includes: Curriculum Specialists, Aides, Dean, Trades & Office Assistant

						Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50				Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27

								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Reduce or Eliminate: Care Solace, HERO, Mind Institute, VMA, Durham, refuse and others

						Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61				Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50

								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others

										$   5,631,855.38								$   5,631,855.38

								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS		FY 2020-21

								Certificate Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07

								DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



								Contract Reductions		$   2,338,481.27



								Services Reductions		$   2,364,900.50



								Staffing Reductions		$   928,473.61



										$   5,631,855.38





								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21										ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS



								Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07









Prez 2

						Contract Reductions						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				TechSmart		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Dr. Albert Clegg		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Summer PD - AVID		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Summer PD - August		Reduce				Naviance		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer School		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate

																				Services Reductions		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Suspend

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Level Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce
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Contract Reductions FY 2020-21  
(Eliminate or Reduce) 2,338,481.27                                                        
AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero Eliminate Care Solace Eliminate
Ed Consulting CSC - CGI Eliminate Opinion Interactive Eliminate
Harmony Project Eliminate Administrative Coach Eliminate
Jazz Angels Eliminate Parent Engagement Academy Eliminate
MIND Research Institute (ST Math) Reduce Teachers Development Group Eliminate
Pivot Learning Partners Eliminate Teaching Strategies Eliminate
Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil Eliminate Carnegie Learning Eliminate
Thinking Maps Eliminate Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns Reduce
Summer School Reduce CalAPS Reduce
Extended School Year (ESY) Reduce College Board Reduce
Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science Reduce Goals for Life Reduce
Center for Educational Leadership Eliminate Naviance Reduce
Kaplan Eliminate Summer PD - AVID Reduce
Hero Eliminate Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team Reduce
TechSmart Eliminate


Sheet1

		2020-21 Reductions



		Positions not to be filled

						Name		Job Title		Site		Salary		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		AYALA MURILLO,FRANCIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		107,508.78		107,508.78		- 0

				2		CORDOZA,CINDY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		140,696.03		140,696.03		- 0

				3		EAGAN,ELIZABETH ANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		96,500.40		96,500.40		- 0

				4		FARRELL,KATHLEEN BRIGID		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		83,499.00		83,499.00		- 0

				5		GREASBY,MATTHEW JAMES		TEACHER SECONDARY		BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL		76,813.88		76,813.88		- 0

				6		JEFFCOAT,DOUGLAS MICHAEL		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,871.78		88,871.78		- 0

				7		LEON,MARIANNE JEANINE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		71,458.44		71,458.44		- 0

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		 Duplicate 		 Duplicate 		- 0

				9		SCHOONOVER,MICHELLE ASHLEY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		70,819.40		70,819.40		- 0

				10		THOMAS,ALLISON CHRISTINA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0

										Total		809,982.85		809,982.85		- 0



		Positions to be Reduced - 25 FTE

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		BROWN,DONICIA KIMBERLY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				2		CRESPO,CELIANNA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		91,651.96		91,651.96		- 0		Temporary

				3		DAUNIS,LORI LYN TRIBBLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		101,090.61		101,090.61		- 0		Temporary

				4		GRINBERG,YULIYA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				5		HERNANDEZ,EMILY MARIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		135,420.15		135,420.15		- 0		Temporary

				6		LAWLER,BARBARA BURDICK		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		132,952.55		132,952.55		- 0		Retirement

				7		LOR,ANGELICA YANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL-WEST		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				9		MADRIGAL,GINA M.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		104,434.64		104,434.64		- 0		Temporary

				10		MARTINEZ,DESIREE V		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				11		MARTINEZ,HOLLY MARIA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		77,100.68		77,100.68		- 0		Temporary

				12		MEADOWS,MEGAN NICOLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		76,084.70		76,084.70		- 0		Temporary

				13		MUELLER,KRISTINE MARIE		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		116,230.44		116,230.44		- 0		Temporary

				14		O DONNELL,MICHAEL W		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		146,630.34		146,630.34		- 0		Retirement

				15		PARK,CHARLES CHUL SOON		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,806.73		88,806.73		- 0		Temporary

				16		RANGEL ARAUJO,CLAUDIA G.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		GAINES		75,311.16		75,311.16		- 0		Temporary

				17		RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		141,017.47		- 0		Retirement

				18		RODRIGUEZ,MONICA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		88,092.61		88,092.61		- 0		Temporary

				19		SPIRK,SARA ELLEN		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0		Temporary

				20		STANOSZEK-VAN ZANT,JILL R.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		MOKLER		128,106.38		128,106.38		- 0		Retirement

				21		TANIMOTO MATSUURA,AILEEN Y		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		120,327.01		120,327.01		- 0		Retirement

				22		TORRES,NATALIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		PARAMOUNT PARK SCHOOL		84,262.98		84,262.98		- 0		Temporary

				23		VALLEJO,IRENE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				24		VILLEGAS,VANESSA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		81,142.30		81,142.30		- 0		Temporary

				25		YORK,LIANE		TEACHER EXTRA DUTY		ADMIN/BUSINESS		49,535.77		49,535.77		- 0		Temporary

										Total		2,366,006.22		2,366,006.22		- 0

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources:		3,175,989.07		3,175,989.07		- 0

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				1		AVID & AVID Excel (Grades 6-8)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$33,760		- 0		$33,760		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Tanner Membership		1358		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Jefferson Membership		1357		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Mokler Membership		1356		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Los Cerritos Membership		1355		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Lincoln Membership		1354		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Collins Membership		1353		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Roosevelt Membership		1348		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Keppel Membership		1347		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Gaines Membership		1346		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Wirtz Membership		1328		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				2		AVID (Grades K-5)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$29,990		- 0		$29,990		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				3		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				4		American Language Services 		20-00348 (Elida)/20-01184(Title I)		$5,000 (SE)/$15,000(T1)		$15,000		- 0		15,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for required parent communication and translation at events 

				5		Art Masters		20-00937		x		$35,000		- 0		35,000.00		Maintain		Funded by Arts grant; these funds must be spent on the arts  

				6		Digital Curriculum for K-12 SDC				unknown		$22,000		- 0		22,000.00		New		Current curriculum is not digital; students will require digital instruction in coming school year.

				7		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				8		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				9		Harmony Project				unknown -  Cannot verify PUSD Music Teacher Cost. Need frequency of instruction		$12,000		- 0		12,000.00		New		Replace with after school music instruction offered by PUSD music teachers 

				9		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				10		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				11		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				12		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				13		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				14		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				15		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				16		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				17		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				18		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				19		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$2,110,609		1,258,868.97		$851,740

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,546,941		$1,695,201		$851,740

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		3,175,989.07				- 0

										K-8 Education		2,546,940.70		1,695,200.70		851,740.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		13,029,236.51		5,631,855.38		4,028,101.50















fiscal

						TK Staff

						STRADER,MARISOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		142,954.84								These teachers are all in LCAP and are TK teachers. Recommend moving as many to Fund 12.0 as possible to maximize funds.

						MUNOZ,ARACELI		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		TANNER		145,554.43

						RENTERIA RIVERA,MARYSOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		145,554.43

						YBARRA,THERESA MARIA		TEACHER SPECIAL ASSIGNMNT		ECE GAINES		133,063.45

						RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		Duplicate-Myrna 25						Already on the list for 25 teachers to be removed

												567,127.15











List

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				ERROR:#REF!		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				ERROR:#REF!		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				ERROR:#REF!		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				ERROR:#REF!		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Reduce		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				ERROR:#REF!		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				ERROR:#REF!		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				ERROR:#REF!		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				ERROR:#REF!		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$1,932,869		1,258,868.97		$674,000

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,369,201		$1,695,201		$674,000

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

										K-8 Education		2,369,200.70		1,695,200.70		674,000.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		ERROR:#REF!		5,631,855.38		ERROR:#REF!















Prez

						DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



						Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27				Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61

								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Includes: Curriculum Specialists, Aides, Dean, Trades & Office Assistant

						Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50				Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27

								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Reduce or Eliminate: Care Solace, HERO, Mind Institute, VMA, Durham, refuse and others

						Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61				Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50

								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others

										$   5,631,855.38								$   5,631,855.38

								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS		FY 2020-21

								Certificate Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07

								DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



								Contract Reductions		$   2,338,481.27



								Services Reductions		$   2,364,900.50



								Staffing Reductions		$   928,473.61



										$   5,631,855.38





								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21										ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS



								Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07
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						STATE BUDGET - LCFF		2020-21		2021-22		2022-23

						District Deficit Factor with COLA offset		-10.00%		-12.18%		-14.95%





Prez 2

						Contract Reductions FY 2020-21  (Eliminate or Reduce)						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Administrative Coach		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						Extended School Year (ESY)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Naviance		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						TechSmart		Eliminate





																				Services Reductions		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Suspend

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Level Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce









						Contract Reductions						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				TechSmart		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Dr. Albert Clegg		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Summer PD - AVID		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Summer PD - August		Reduce				Naviance		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer School		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate





Prez 3

				Cuts vs. Deferrals – The governor is proposing a 10 percent cut to the LCFF and a roughly 50 percent cut to most K-12 categorical programs. The Legislature’s package rejects the cuts and instead would defer an additional $4.6 billion in school funding in 2020-21

				Timing of Triggers – The governor’s trigger cuts would take effect July 1, while the Legislature provides the federal government until September 1 to act before additional deferrals are triggered.

				Special Education – The governor is proposing augmenting base grant funding by $645 million, whereas the Legislature is proposing using $100 million of these funds for a high-cost, low-incidence pool.  

				Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss – The governor is proposing allocating $2.9 billion in one-time federal funds only to districts that generate concentration grant funding. The Legislature is proposing allocating these funds to all districts in proportion to total LCFF funding.

				ADA Hold Harmless – The Legislature is proposing an ADA hold harmless for LEAs for the 2020-21 school year. The governor’s May Revision did not include a hold harmless.   

				Instructional Minutes – The Legislature’s proposal includes flexibility related to instructional minutes, while the governor’s package did not include any such flexibility.

										State Budget Proposals		Governor		Legislature

										Cuts vs. Deferrals		10% Cut & 50% Categorical + Deferrals		Reject Governor's + additional deferrals

										Timing of Triggers		July 1		September 1

										Special Education		Augment base grant		High cost, low incidence pool + augument

										Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss		Allocate based on Concentration Grants		Allocate based on total LCFF funding

										ADA Hold Harmless		No hold harmless		ADA hold harmless for 2020-21

										Instructional Minutes		No flexibility 		Instructional Minute Flexibility
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Services Reductions FY 2020-21  
(Eliminate or Reduce) 2,364,900.50  

Staffing Reductions FY 2020-21
928,473.61     

VMA Public Relations Services Eliminate 2 CSP - District Security Reduce
LA County Sheriff's Department Reduce 1 Low Voltage Electrician Reduce
LA County Probation Office Eliminate 1.5 Office Assistant Reduce
Facilities and Deferred Maintenance Reduce 1 Dean - Administrator Reduce
District Refuse Services Reduce 1 Counselor Reduce

2 District Office Curriculum Specialist Reduce
8 ECE Aides Reduce


Sheet1

		2020-21 Reductions



		Positions not to be filled

						Name		Job Title		Site		Salary		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		AYALA MURILLO,FRANCIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		107,508.78		107,508.78		- 0

				2		CORDOZA,CINDY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		140,696.03		140,696.03		- 0

				3		EAGAN,ELIZABETH ANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		96,500.40		96,500.40		- 0

				4		FARRELL,KATHLEEN BRIGID		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		83,499.00		83,499.00		- 0

				5		GREASBY,MATTHEW JAMES		TEACHER SECONDARY		BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL		76,813.88		76,813.88		- 0

				6		JEFFCOAT,DOUGLAS MICHAEL		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,871.78		88,871.78		- 0

				7		LEON,MARIANNE JEANINE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		71,458.44		71,458.44		- 0

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		 Duplicate 		 Duplicate 		- 0

				9		SCHOONOVER,MICHELLE ASHLEY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		70,819.40		70,819.40		- 0

				10		THOMAS,ALLISON CHRISTINA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0

										Total		809,982.85		809,982.85		- 0



		Positions to be Reduced - 25 FTE

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		BROWN,DONICIA KIMBERLY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				2		CRESPO,CELIANNA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		91,651.96		91,651.96		- 0		Temporary

				3		DAUNIS,LORI LYN TRIBBLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		101,090.61		101,090.61		- 0		Temporary

				4		GRINBERG,YULIYA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				5		HERNANDEZ,EMILY MARIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		135,420.15		135,420.15		- 0		Temporary

				6		LAWLER,BARBARA BURDICK		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		132,952.55		132,952.55		- 0		Retirement

				7		LOR,ANGELICA YANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL-WEST		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				9		MADRIGAL,GINA M.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		104,434.64		104,434.64		- 0		Temporary

				10		MARTINEZ,DESIREE V		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				11		MARTINEZ,HOLLY MARIA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		77,100.68		77,100.68		- 0		Temporary

				12		MEADOWS,MEGAN NICOLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		76,084.70		76,084.70		- 0		Temporary

				13		MUELLER,KRISTINE MARIE		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		116,230.44		116,230.44		- 0		Temporary

				14		O DONNELL,MICHAEL W		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		146,630.34		146,630.34		- 0		Retirement

				15		PARK,CHARLES CHUL SOON		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,806.73		88,806.73		- 0		Temporary

				16		RANGEL ARAUJO,CLAUDIA G.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		GAINES		75,311.16		75,311.16		- 0		Temporary

				17		RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		141,017.47		- 0		Retirement

				18		RODRIGUEZ,MONICA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		88,092.61		88,092.61		- 0		Temporary

				19		SPIRK,SARA ELLEN		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0		Temporary

				20		STANOSZEK-VAN ZANT,JILL R.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		MOKLER		128,106.38		128,106.38		- 0		Retirement

				21		TANIMOTO MATSUURA,AILEEN Y		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		120,327.01		120,327.01		- 0		Retirement

				22		TORRES,NATALIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		PARAMOUNT PARK SCHOOL		84,262.98		84,262.98		- 0		Temporary

				23		VALLEJO,IRENE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				24		VILLEGAS,VANESSA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		81,142.30		81,142.30		- 0		Temporary

				25		YORK,LIANE		TEACHER EXTRA DUTY		ADMIN/BUSINESS		49,535.77		49,535.77		- 0		Temporary

										Total		2,366,006.22		2,366,006.22		- 0

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources:		3,175,989.07		3,175,989.07		- 0

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				1		AVID & AVID Excel (Grades 6-8)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$33,760		- 0		$33,760		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Tanner Membership		1358		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Jefferson Membership		1357		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Mokler Membership		1356		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Los Cerritos Membership		1355		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Lincoln Membership		1354		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Collins Membership		1353		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Roosevelt Membership		1348		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Keppel Membership		1347		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Gaines Membership		1346		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Wirtz Membership		1328		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				2		AVID (Grades K-5)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$29,990		- 0		$29,990		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				3		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				4		American Language Services 		20-00348 (Elida)/20-01184(Title I)		$5,000 (SE)/$15,000(T1)		$15,000		- 0		15,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for required parent communication and translation at events 

				5		Art Masters		20-00937		x		$35,000		- 0		35,000.00		Maintain		Funded by Arts grant; these funds must be spent on the arts  

				6		Digital Curriculum for K-12 SDC				unknown		$22,000		- 0		22,000.00		New		Current curriculum is not digital; students will require digital instruction in coming school year.

				7		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				8		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				9		Harmony Project				unknown -  Cannot verify PUSD Music Teacher Cost. Need frequency of instruction		$12,000		- 0		12,000.00		New		Replace with after school music instruction offered by PUSD music teachers 

				9		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				10		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				11		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				12		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				13		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				14		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				15		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				16		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				17		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				18		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				19		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$2,110,609		1,258,868.97		$851,740

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,546,941		$1,695,201		$851,740

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		3,175,989.07				- 0

										K-8 Education		2,546,940.70		1,695,200.70		851,740.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		13,029,236.51		5,631,855.38		4,028,101.50















fiscal

						TK Staff

						STRADER,MARISOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		142,954.84								These teachers are all in LCAP and are TK teachers. Recommend moving as many to Fund 12.0 as possible to maximize funds.

						MUNOZ,ARACELI		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		TANNER		145,554.43

						RENTERIA RIVERA,MARYSOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		145,554.43

						YBARRA,THERESA MARIA		TEACHER SPECIAL ASSIGNMNT		ECE GAINES		133,063.45

						RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		Duplicate-Myrna 25						Already on the list for 25 teachers to be removed

												567,127.15











List

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				ERROR:#REF!		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				ERROR:#REF!		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				ERROR:#REF!		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				ERROR:#REF!		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Reduce		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				ERROR:#REF!		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				ERROR:#REF!		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				ERROR:#REF!		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				ERROR:#REF!		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$1,932,869		1,258,868.97		$674,000

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,369,201		$1,695,201		$674,000

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

										K-8 Education		2,369,200.70		1,695,200.70		674,000.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		ERROR:#REF!		5,631,855.38		ERROR:#REF!















Prez

						DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



						Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27				Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61

								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Includes: Curriculum Specialists, Aides, Dean, Trades & Office Assistant

						Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50				Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27

								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Reduce or Eliminate: Care Solace, HERO, Mind Institute, VMA, Durham, refuse and others

						Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61				Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50

								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others

										$   5,631,855.38								$   5,631,855.38

								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS		FY 2020-21

								Certificate Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07

								DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



								Contract Reductions		$   2,338,481.27



								Services Reductions		$   2,364,900.50



								Staffing Reductions		$   928,473.61



										$   5,631,855.38





								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21										ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS



								Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07









Sheet5

						STATE BUDGET - LCFF		2020-21		2021-22		2022-23

						District Deficit Factor with COLA offset		-10.00%		-12.18%		-14.95%





Prez 2

						Contract Reductions FY 2020-21  (Eliminate or Reduce)						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Administrative Coach		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						Extended School Year (ESY)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Naviance		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						TechSmart		Eliminate





																				Services Reductions FY 2020-21  (Eliminate or Reduce)		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions FY 2020-21		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Reduce

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Office Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce









						Contract Reductions						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				TechSmart		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Dr. Albert Clegg		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Summer PD - AVID		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Summer PD - August		Reduce				Naviance		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer School		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate

																				Services Reductions		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Suspend

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Level Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce





Prez 3

				Cuts vs. Deferrals – The governor is proposing a 10 percent cut to the LCFF and a roughly 50 percent cut to most K-12 categorical programs. The Legislature’s package rejects the cuts and instead would defer an additional $4.6 billion in school funding in 2020-21

				Timing of Triggers – The governor’s trigger cuts would take effect July 1, while the Legislature provides the federal government until September 1 to act before additional deferrals are triggered.

				Special Education – The governor is proposing augmenting base grant funding by $645 million, whereas the Legislature is proposing using $100 million of these funds for a high-cost, low-incidence pool.  

				Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss – The governor is proposing allocating $2.9 billion in one-time federal funds only to districts that generate concentration grant funding. The Legislature is proposing allocating these funds to all districts in proportion to total LCFF funding.

				ADA Hold Harmless – The Legislature is proposing an ADA hold harmless for LEAs for the 2020-21 school year. The governor’s May Revision did not include a hold harmless.   

				Instructional Minutes – The Legislature’s proposal includes flexibility related to instructional minutes, while the governor’s package did not include any such flexibility.

										State Budget Proposals		Governor		Legislature

										Cuts vs. Deferrals		10% Cut & 50% Categorical + Deferrals		Reject Governor's + additional deferrals

										Timing of Triggers		July 1		September 1

										Special Education		Augment base grant		High cost, low incidence pool + augument

										Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss		Allocate based on Concentration Grants		Allocate based on total LCFF funding

										ADA Hold Harmless		No hold harmless		ADA hold harmless for 2020-21

										Instructional Minutes		No flexibility 		Instructional Minute Flexibility





image1.png
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Adopted Budget
Revenues:

LCFF 153,392,143
Federal Revenue 14,454,389
Other State Revenue 5,393,109
Other Local Revenue 9,396,743

Total Revenue 182,636,384

Expenditures:
Certificated Salaries 87,925,714
Classified Salaries 28,543,385
Employee Benefits 45,664,134
Books & Supplies 10,636,950
Services and Other Operating Exp. 25,949,942
Capital Outlay 1,671,992
Other Outgo -49,341

Total Expenditures 200,342,776

Other Financing Sources/Uses 4,416,282

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance -22,122,674


Sheet1

						Estimated Actuals				Adopted Budget				Difference

		Revenues:

				LCFF		171,758,246				153,392,143				-18,366,103

				Federal Revenue		10,372,012				14,454,389				4,082,377

				Other State Revenue		6,835,917				5,393,109				-1,442,808

				Other Local Revenue		11,000,279				9,396,743				-1,603,536

		Total Revenue				199,966,454				182,636,384				-17,330,070



		Expenditures:

				Certificated Salaries		88,353,594				87,925,714				-427,880

				Classified Salaries		26,495,568				28,543,385				2,047,817

				Employee Benefits		44,984,062				45,664,134				680,072

				Books & Supplies		9,117,098				10,636,950				1,519,852

				Services and Other Operating Exp.		23,628,447				25,949,942				2,321,495

				Capital Outlay		2,962,816				1,671,992				-1,290,824

				Other Outgo		-92,057				-49,341				42,716

		Total Expenditures				195,449,528				200,342,776				4,893,248



		Other Financing Sources/Uses				6,804,765				4,416,282				-2,388,483



		Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance				-2,287,839				-22,122,674				-19,834,835



		Beginning Fund Balance				56,186,725				53,898,886



		Ending Fund Balance				53,898,886				31,776,212				-22,122,674







Unrestricted GF - Multi-Year Projections

19

General Fund - Unrestricted 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

Revenues  
(after Encroachment)

$129,486,064 $128,264,996 $127,189,212

Expenditures $156,184,199 $139,822,496 $132,834,009

Surplus / (Structural Deficit) ($26,698,135) ($11,557,500) ($5,644,797)

Beginning Fund Balance $49,748,761 $23,050,626 $11,493,126

Ending Fund Balance $23,050,626 $11,493,126 $5,848,329



May Revision and Budget - NEXT STEPS
Ensure District Solvency – AB1200/LACOE/AUDITOR/STATE

• District to analyze services, staffing 
and contracts to reduce and 
eliminate costs

• Identify and implement budget 
reductions for FY 2020-21, develop 
and present balanced budget 

• Develop Budget Priorities for Multi-
Year Budgets

• Safety, Instruction and Services 
to Students

• District Budget Committee –
Feedback from Stakeholders to 
recommend reductions and budget 
adjustments for FY 2021-22 and FY 
2022-23

If Congress fails to pass another COVID relief package, the governor and Legislature's 
proposals differ substantially:

State Budget Proposals Governor Legislature

Cuts vs. Deferrals
10% Cut & 50% Categorical + 

Deferrals
Reject Governor's + additional 

deferrals

Timing of Triggers July 1 September 1

Special Education Augment base grant
High cost, low incidence pool + 

augument
Allocation of Federal Funds for 
Learning Loss

Allocate based on Concentration 
Grants

Allocate based on total LCFF 
funding

ADA Hold Harmless No hold harmless ADA hold harmless for 2020-21

Instructional Minutes No flexibility Instructional Minute Flexibility


Sheet1

		2020-21 Reductions



		Positions not to be filled

						Name		Job Title		Site		Salary		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		AYALA MURILLO,FRANCIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		107,508.78		107,508.78		- 0

				2		CORDOZA,CINDY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		140,696.03		140,696.03		- 0

				3		EAGAN,ELIZABETH ANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		96,500.40		96,500.40		- 0

				4		FARRELL,KATHLEEN BRIGID		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		83,499.00		83,499.00		- 0

				5		GREASBY,MATTHEW JAMES		TEACHER SECONDARY		BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL		76,813.88		76,813.88		- 0

				6		JEFFCOAT,DOUGLAS MICHAEL		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,871.78		88,871.78		- 0

				7		LEON,MARIANNE JEANINE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LEONA JACKSON		71,458.44		71,458.44		- 0

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		 Duplicate 		 Duplicate 		- 0

				9		SCHOONOVER,MICHELLE ASHLEY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		70,819.40		70,819.40		- 0

				10		THOMAS,ALLISON CHRISTINA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0

										Total		809,982.85		809,982.85		- 0



		Positions to be Reduced - 25 FTE

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status

				1		BROWN,DONICIA KIMBERLY		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				2		CRESPO,CELIANNA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		91,651.96		91,651.96		- 0		Temporary

				3		DAUNIS,LORI LYN TRIBBLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		101,090.61		101,090.61		- 0		Temporary

				4		GRINBERG,YULIYA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				5		HERNANDEZ,EMILY MARIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		COLLINS		135,420.15		135,420.15		- 0		Temporary

				6		LAWLER,BARBARA BURDICK		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		132,952.55		132,952.55		- 0		Retirement

				7		LOR,ANGELICA YANN		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL-WEST		72,734.51		72,734.51		- 0		Temporary

				8		MACY,JACQUELINE BROOKE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		75,091.21		75,091.21		- 0		Temporary

				9		MADRIGAL,GINA M.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		104,434.64		104,434.64		- 0		Temporary

				10		MARTINEZ,DESIREE V		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				11		MARTINEZ,HOLLY MARIA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		77,100.68		77,100.68		- 0		Temporary

				12		MEADOWS,MEGAN NICOLE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		76,084.70		76,084.70		- 0		Temporary

				13		MUELLER,KRISTINE MARIE		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		116,230.44		116,230.44		- 0		Temporary

				14		O DONNELL,MICHAEL W		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		146,630.34		146,630.34		- 0		Retirement

				15		PARK,CHARLES CHUL SOON		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		88,806.73		88,806.73		- 0		Temporary

				16		RANGEL ARAUJO,CLAUDIA G.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		GAINES		75,311.16		75,311.16		- 0		Temporary

				17		RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		141,017.47		- 0		Retirement

				18		RODRIGUEZ,MONICA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		88,092.61		88,092.61		- 0		Temporary

				19		SPIRK,SARA ELLEN		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LINCOLN ELEM		73,815.14		73,815.14		- 0		Temporary

				20		STANOSZEK-VAN ZANT,JILL R.		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		MOKLER		128,106.38		128,106.38		- 0		Retirement

				21		TANIMOTO MATSUURA,AILEEN Y		TEACHER SECONDARY		PARAMOUNT HIGH		120,327.01		120,327.01		- 0		Retirement

				22		TORRES,NATALIE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		PARAMOUNT PARK SCHOOL		84,262.98		84,262.98		- 0		Temporary

				23		VALLEJO,IRENE		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		79,170.58		79,170.58		- 0		Temporary

				24		VILLEGAS,VANESSA		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		FRANK J. ZAMBONI		81,142.30		81,142.30		- 0		Temporary

				25		YORK,LIANE		TEACHER EXTRA DUTY		ADMIN/BUSINESS		49,535.77		49,535.77		- 0		Temporary

										Total		2,366,006.22		2,366,006.22		- 0

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources:		3,175,989.07		3,175,989.07		- 0

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				1		AVID & AVID Excel (Grades 6-8)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$33,760		- 0		$33,760		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Tanner Membership		1358		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Jefferson Membership		1357		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Mokler Membership		1356		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Los Cerritos Membership		1355		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Lincoln Membership		1354		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Collins Membership		1353		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Roosevelt Membership		1348		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Keppel Membership		1347		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Gaines Membership		1346		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

						AVID-Wirtz Membership		1328		x, removed apparent duplicates		$2,999		- 0		2,999.00		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				2		AVID (Grades K-5)				x, removed apparent duplicates		$29,990		- 0		$29,990		Maintain		Newly implemented program will be expanded to 3rd grade so contract is still needed.

				3		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				4		American Language Services 		20-00348 (Elida)/20-01184(Title I)		$5,000 (SE)/$15,000(T1)		$15,000		- 0		15,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for required parent communication and translation at events 

				5		Art Masters		20-00937		x		$35,000		- 0		35,000.00		Maintain		Funded by Arts grant; these funds must be spent on the arts  

				6		Digital Curriculum for K-12 SDC				unknown		$22,000		- 0		22,000.00		New		Current curriculum is not digital; students will require digital instruction in coming school year.

				7		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				8		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				9		Harmony Project				unknown -  Cannot verify PUSD Music Teacher Cost. Need frequency of instruction		$12,000		- 0		12,000.00		New		Replace with after school music instruction offered by PUSD music teachers 

				9		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				10		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				11		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Maintain		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				12		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				13		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				14		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				15		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				16		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				17		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				18		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				19		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$2,110,609		1,258,868.97		$851,740

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,546,941		$1,695,201		$851,740

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		3,175,989.07				- 0

										K-8 Education		2,546,940.70		1,695,200.70		851,740.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		13,029,236.51		5,631,855.38		4,028,101.50















fiscal

						TK Staff

						STRADER,MARISOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		HOLLYDALE		142,954.84								These teachers are all in LCAP and are TK teachers. Recommend moving as many to Fund 12.0 as possible to maximize funds.

						MUNOZ,ARACELI		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		TANNER		145,554.43

						RENTERIA RIVERA,MARYSOL		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		LOS CERRITOS		145,554.43

						YBARRA,THERESA MARIA		TEACHER SPECIAL ASSIGNMNT		ECE GAINES		133,063.45

						RODRIGUEZ,LEONARD E		TEACHER ELEMENTARY		KEPPEL		141,017.47		Duplicate-Myrna 25						Already on the list for 25 teachers to be removed

												567,127.15











List

		K-8 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		WILSON,GENEVIEVE M		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$149,196		$149,196		- 0				CHAMPS/Safe and Civil Specialist’s position supports classroom management and depends on schools being open with full classes. 

				2		TAYLOR,JOYCE		SPECIALIST CURRICULUM				$152,575		$152,575		- 0				Position supports AVID and VAPA; sites have the capacity to continue AVID implementation; VAPA responsibilities will be moved to another specialist.  

				3		Only 0.75 FTE available in LCAP 1.07.01 of which only .375 is filled currently.		ECE Aides - 8				$134,560		$134,560		- 0		Needs clarification		Change in number of preschool children present at one time, to accommodate social distancing,  allows the adult to child ratio to be maintained while reducing one aide per preschool class.

				4				Special Ed. Aides				TBD		TBD						One on one aides are not needed in a distance learning setting.

										Total		$436,332		$436,332		$0



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO#		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

						AVID-Alondra Membership		20-01365		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-P.Park Membership		20-01366		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Hollydale Membership		20-01367		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Jackson Membership		20-01368		x		$4,829		- 0		4,829.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID-Zamboni Membership		20-01360		x		$4,234		- 0		4,234.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

						AVID Excel		20-01363		(Title 3)		$11,400		- 0		11,400.00		Maintain		Maintain for middle school elective and ELD/English Learners

				ERROR:#REF!		AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		20-00957		x		$10,500		$10,500		- 0		Eliminate

				ERROR:#REF!		Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		20-00599		x		$37,500		$37,500		- 0		Eliminate 		Curriculum team has capacity to provide this professional development

				ERROR:#REF!		Harmony Project		20-00970		x		$140,000		$140,000		- 0		Eliminate		This is a contract for services, not an employee.

				ERROR:#REF!		Jazz Angels		20-00989		x		$30,000		$30,000		- 0		Eliminate 		This was an enhancement that is not essential for the middle school music program

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		20-00965		x, removed apparent duplicates		$22,769		$22,769		- 0		Eliminate 		Schools are implementing Thinking Math Classroom as district focus; can be site funded.

				ERROR:#REF!		MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		20-00422		x, removed apparent duplicates		54,000.00		3,000.00		51,000.00		Reduce		Maintain for distance learning as part of K-5 math instruction; integrated in curriculum guides.

				ERROR:#REF!		Pivot Learning Partners		20-00576		x		$35,900		$35,900		- 0		Eliminate		Not feasible in light of social distancing needs

				ERROR:#REF!		Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		20-01364		x		$32,000		$32,000		- 0		Eliminate 		Delay one year; use site coaches for implementation support 

				ERROR:#REF!		Thinking Maps		20-00916		x		$7,200		$7,200		- 0		Eliminate 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$719,063.62 (K-12), needs verification		$328,000		$41,000		287,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		2018-19 Actuals (LCAP)		$418,106.29 (K-12), needs verification		$775,000		$647,000		128,000.00		Maintain		Required when included in students’ IEPs; costs are lower due to digital delivery, reduced personnel, transportation. 

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		$300,000		$200,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Online training participation by selected schools.

				ERROR:#REF!		Summer PD - August				not verified yet		$137,000		$37,000		100,000.00		Maintain		Most essential PD needed to begin school year.

				ERROR:#REF!		Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science				not verified yet		$23,000		$15,000		8,000.00		Maintain		6-8 science lead teachers will not be needed in second year of implementation; K-5 science delayed until second semester.  

										Total		$1,932,869		1,258,868.97		$674,000

												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										K-8 Ed Services:		$2,369,201		$1,695,201		$674,000

		9-12 Education Services

		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		- 0		- 0		- 0		Close Position at PHS		PHS Senior's enrollment is currently 3,260. The current AP/Dean ratio is about 466 to 1.  Within the next two years, Odyssey will be built out, and PHS Senior's enrollment will likely be in the 2,900 student range.  That would raise the AP/Dean ratio there to about 483 to 1, a negligible increase.  This new ratio would be similar to the one at PHS West (currently 500 to 1) and would be significantly better than middle school ratios that are around 800 to 1.

Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				2		LEONARD, LESLIE		Dean, PHS		BUENA VISTA		153,290.56		- 0		- 0		Open Position at BV		Per Ryan, Leslie Leonard's Dean position will be moved from PHS to BV to replace the AP position. The AP position will be closed and not filled.

				3		SCOTT, VIOLA		Assistant Principal		BUENA VISTA		173,578.21		173,578.21		- 0		Close Position at BV		Viola Scott is moving to Alondra as Principal. This position will not be filled and closed. Leslie Leonard wil move to Buena Vista as a Dean instead.

				4		TBD		Counselor		PARAMOUNT HIGH		130,000.00		130,000.00		- 0

				5		TREJO,MARY DENICE		Social Worker, PHS		PARAMOUNT HIGH		111,113.80		- 0		111,113.80		Keep-Requires layoff notice		Funding an additional social worker at PHS was a last minute change to the 19-20 budget. The original plan was to support only one there.  With the Community Schools service in place on the campus, only one is really needed at PHS.

				6		SEPULVEDA,DANIEL		Attendance TOSA		ANNEX A  STUDENT SEVICES		140,557.13		- 0		140,557.13		Keep-Per Supt		With the support of the Director of SS, other curriculum specialists can assist in this area.

				7		TURNER,NADYA / CORRALES,GLORIA		ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT		K-5 SCHL SPRT & INNVTVE PRGRMS		75,443.80		- 0		75,443.80		Maybe-Would like to keep		Two assistants in this office is helpful, but not necessary if it helps the budget.

										Total		783,983.50		303,578.21		327,114.73



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		University of Washington - Center for Educational Leadership		20-00573		x		127,050		127,050		- 0		Eliminate

				2		Kaplan		20-00393		x		110,767.67		110,768		- 0		Eliminate		Eliminates SAT courses, Khan can handle that.  The AP prep books are helpful and popular, but considering the cost and the times, I think we can move away from them for now.

				3		Hero 		20-00704		x		21,284		21,284		- 0		Eliminate		Morrie can maintain the annual licensing fee (about $3,000).  The 19-20 bill included the hardware which was all one-time purchasing.

				4		TechSmart		20-00467		x		17,500.00		17,500		- 0		Eliminate		I don't want to move away from this as we've invested a lot of time into developing something very relevant and forward thinking, but we can pause our work with them for a while if absolutely necessary and revisit.

				5		Care Solace		20-00861		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate		Care Solace's cost of services has increased.  They proposed a doubling.  Based on what we are getting, I don't think this is worth the cost.  If you want to keep it, I think I can convince them to price this at $20,000 for the upcoming year; still very pricey.

				6		Opinion Interactive		20-01087		x		15,000		15,000		- 0		Eliminate

				7		Dr. Albert Clegg		20-01302		x		8,000		8,000		- 0		Eliminate

				8		Parent Engagement Academy		20-01187		x		20,340		20,340		- 0		Eliminate

				9		Teachers Development Group		20-00423		x		75,950		75,950		- 0		Eliminate

				10		Teaching Strategies 		20-00975		x		48,000		48,000		- 0		Eliminate		Safe and Civil PD.  We can move past this.

				11		Carnegie Learning		18-00305		x		64,658		64,658		- 0		Eliminate		$64,658 (3 yr agreement paid in 2017-18), Due for renewal 2020-21 ($21,553/yr)

				12		Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		20-01207		x		31,227		16,227		15,000.00		Maintain		I suggest moving to cap/gown rental with option for purchase.  Estimate.  Most will opt to buy their cap and gown anyway.

				13		CalAPS		20-00787		x		225,000		35,000		190,000.00		Maintain		Reducing down to support BV, OSA art instructor

				14		College Board		20-00574		x		125,249		58,549		66,700.00		Maintain		Still good to let seniors take the SAT as UC is "test" optional for now and CSU still requires it as do private colleges.  Scholarships still linked to it too.  PSAT is still important to give for data.  Going with an "a la carte" method brings the price down significantly, but there is a lot of hassle with having to do fee waivers.

				15		LACOE Tech		20-01185		x		19,169		- 0		19,169.00		Maintain		This gives us a host of online resources that our teachers use; PD comes with it too for almost nothing.

				16		Goals for Life		20-01218		x		4,000		- 0		4,000.00		Maintain		Yvonne thinks that this group is very helpful for her students.

				17		Naviance		20-00604		x		76,314		14,587		61,727.27		Maintain		Debbie is moving away from its use in 8th grade

				18		Summer PD - AVID				not verified yet		92,000		77,500		14,500.00		Maintain		Folks new to the program and essential staff only through online PD

				19		Google Certification		Ryan projected $70,000		x		74,000		- 0		74,000.00		Maintain		Could continue to serve 75 folks with a summer cohort

				20		Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team				not verified yet		82,200		42,200		40,000.00		Maintain		Focus will be on essential PD related to adoptions only, Ed Tech, and planning

				21		Summer School				might be duplicated up top in K-8		270,000		175,000		$95,000		Maintain		Use of Edgenuity drops this figure down.  Not paying for summer athletics classes also makes a huge difference

										Total		$1,522,709		$942,612		$580,096



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										9-12 Ed Services:		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00



		Superintendent



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		VMA/Design Studio/Coord Print/Golden State Print		Miscellaneous		x		137,000		137,000		- 0		Eliminate





		Business



		Positions

						Name		Job Title		Site		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1				CSP (2)				150,000.00		150,000.00		- 0		Eliminate

				2				Lead Low-Voltage Electrician				120,000.00				120,000.00		Eliminate

				3				NSW (2)				40,000.00						Eliminate

				4		LANGER,AMANDA LEIGH		OFFICE ASSISTANT		SECURITY/FACILTIIES		38,563.67		38,563.67		- 0		Move		Move 50% of salary to Bond Fund 21

				5

				6

										Total		348,563.67		188,563.67		120,000.00



		Operations

						Vendor/Service		PO 		Business Verified		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost		Status		Explanation 

				1		LA County Sheriff's Department		20-00786				398,301		199,151		199,151		Maintain		Reduce by 1 SRO

				2		LA County Probation Office		20-00575				115,750		115,750		- 0		Eliminate		Probation Officer

				3		Deferred Maintenance						4,000,000		2,000,000		2,000,000		Maintain

				4		Revuse								50,000		(50,000.00)

				5												- 0

										Total		4,514,051.00		2,364,900.50		2,149,150.50



												Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50





										Division		Amount		Reduction		2020-21 Cost

										Human Resources		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

										K-8 Education		2,369,200.70		1,695,200.70		674,000.00

										9-12 Education		2,306,692.07		1,246,190.51		907,211.00

										Business		4,862,614.67		2,553,464.17		2,269,150.50

										Superintendent		137,000.00		137,000.00		- 0

										Total Executive Cabinet:		ERROR:#REF!		5,631,855.38		ERROR:#REF!















Prez

						DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



						Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27				Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61

								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Includes: Curriculum Specialists, Aides, Dean, Trades & Office Assistant

						Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50				Contract Reductions				$   2,338,481.27

								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: Educational and non-educational programs								Reduce or Eliminate: Care Solace, HERO, Mind Institute, VMA, Durham, refuse and others

						Staffing Reductions				$   928,473.61				Services Reductions				$   2,364,900.50

								Includes: District Level Curriculum Specialists, District Office Staff and Administrators								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others								Reduce or Eliminate: School Resource and Probation Officer, Deferred Maintenance and others

										$   5,631,855.38								$   5,631,855.38

								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS		FY 2020-21

								Certificate Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07

								DISTRICT BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS/REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2020-21



								Contract Reductions		$   2,338,481.27



								Services Reductions		$   2,364,900.50



								Staffing Reductions		$   928,473.61



										$   5,631,855.38





								ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS FOR FY 2020-21										ENROLLMENT LOSS REDUCED POSITIONS



								Reduced Enrollment Certificated Positions: 35		$   3,175,989.07









Sheet5

						STATE BUDGET - LCFF		2020-21		2021-22		2022-23

						District Deficit Factor with COLA offset		-10.00%		-12.18%		-14.95%





Prez 2

						Contract Reductions						2,338,481.27

						AMAN Dance Educators/Dawn Dyson Platero		Eliminate				TechSmart		Eliminate

						Ed Consulting CSC - CGI		Eliminate 				Care Solace		Eliminate

						Harmony Project		Eliminate				Opinion Interactive		Eliminate

						Jazz Angels		Eliminate 				Dr. Albert Clegg		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades 6-8)		Eliminate 				Parent Engagement Academy		Eliminate

						MIND Research Institute (ST Math grades K-5)		Reduce				Teachers Development Group		Eliminate

						Pivot Learning Partners		Eliminate				Teaching Strategies 		Eliminate

						Teaching Strategies Inc. Safe & Civil		Eliminate 				Carnegie Learning		Eliminate

						Thinking Maps		Eliminate 				Academic Choir Apparel – cap/gowns		Reduce

						Summer School (Goals 11260/11261)		Reduce				CalAPS		Reduce

						ESY (Goals 57701/57709)		Reduce				College Board		Reduce

						Summer PD - AVID		Reduce				Goals for Life		Reduce

						Summer PD - August		Reduce				Naviance		Reduce

						Lead Teacher Stipends - K-8 Science		Reduce				Summer PD - AVID		Reduce

						Center for Educational Leadership		Eliminate				Summer PD via Curriculum Specialist Team		Reduce

						Kaplan		Eliminate				Summer School		Reduce

						Hero 		Eliminate

																				Services Reductions		2,364,900.50						Staffing Reductions		928,473.61

																				VMA Public Relations Services		Eliminate				2		CSP - District Security		Reduce

																				LA County Sheriff's Department		Reduce				1		Low Voltage Electrician		Suspend

																				LA County Probation Office		Eliminate				1.5		Office Assistant		Reduce

																				Facilities and Deferred Maintenance		Reduce				1		Dean - Administrator		Reduce

																				District Refuse Services		Reduce				1		Counselor		Reduce

																										2		District Level Curriculum Specialist		Reduce

																										8		ECE Aides		Reduce























Prez 3

				Cuts vs. Deferrals – The governor is proposing a 10 percent cut to the LCFF and a roughly 50 percent cut to most K-12 categorical programs. The Legislature’s package rejects the cuts and instead would defer an additional $4.6 billion in school funding in 2020-21

				Timing of Triggers – The governor’s trigger cuts would take effect July 1, while the Legislature provides the federal government until September 1 to act before additional deferrals are triggered.

				Special Education – The governor is proposing augmenting base grant funding by $645 million, whereas the Legislature is proposing using $100 million of these funds for a high-cost, low-incidence pool.  

				Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss – The governor is proposing allocating $2.9 billion in one-time federal funds only to districts that generate concentration grant funding. The Legislature is proposing allocating these funds to all districts in proportion to total LCFF funding.

				ADA Hold Harmless – The Legislature is proposing an ADA hold harmless for LEAs for the 2020-21 school year. The governor’s May Revision did not include a hold harmless.   

				Instructional Minutes – The Legislature’s proposal includes flexibility related to instructional minutes, while the governor’s package did not include any such flexibility.

										State Budget Proposals		Governor		Legislature

										Cuts vs. Deferrals		10% Cut & 50% Categorical + Deferrals		Reject Governor's + additional deferrals

										Timing of Triggers		July 1		September 1

										Special Education		Augment base grant		High cost, low incidence pool + augument

										Allocation of Federal Funds for Learning Loss		Allocate based on Concentration Grants		Allocate based on total LCFF funding

										ADA Hold Harmless		No hold harmless		ADA hold harmless for 2020-21

										Instructional Minutes		No flexibility 		Instructional Minute Flexibility
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• The 2020-21 State Budget Act is approved
• LEA’s have 45 days from the date of budget approval to 

adjust budgets
• Close the books for 2019-20
• Unaudited Actuals due to LACOE by September 15, 2020

Possible 
August 
adjustments
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The mission of the Paramount Unified School District is to ensure learning and success 
for each student by providing a quality education.
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